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M a r g a r e t H i e b e r t B e i s s i n g e r — B i o g r a p h y (2 )
Her research and writing relate to Romanian
and South Slavic oral traditions, oral epic, and
Romani traditional culture and music-making,
with a focus on southern Romania. She is the
author of The Art of the Lăutar: The Epic
Tradition of Romania (1991) and is coeditor of

Epic Traditions in the Contemporary World:
The Poetics of Community (1999), Manele in
Romania: Cultural Expression and Social
Meaning in Balkan Popular Music (2016), and
the forthcoming Words in Performance: The
Milman Parry Collection and its Reception in
the World. Beissinger is presently working on
a monograph based on fieldwork, From Slavery
to Celebrity: Culture and Performance among
Romani Musicians in Romania. Her very first
article was issued in the earlyYearbook of

Romanian Studies: Publication of the RSAA of
America, and she has since published widely in
journals such as Oral Tradition, Slavic Review,
Slavic and East European Journal, Journal of
American Folklore, Romani Studies, Folklorica:
Journal of the Slavic and East European
Folklore Association, Cercetări Etnologice
Româneşti Contemporane: Revista de
Etnologie, Cahiers roumains d'études littéraires,
and in numerous edited volumes.
Beissinger has traveled to Romania
innumerable times and goes at least once a year
for research and fieldwork (which has become
far easier since the Revolution!). She has also
repeatedly spent time in Moldova, the Former
Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria.

ROMANI PERFORMANCE AND THE MUSIC OF CELEBRATION:
TRADITIONAL WEDDINGS IN
PRE- AND POST-1990 SOUTHERN ROMANIA
Margaret H. Beissinger
Professional male Romani musicians (lăutari, sg.
lăutar) have long supplied the ritual and musical
backdrop for wedding celebrations in southern
Romania, performing at times for days on end as the
various nuptial events unfold. (1) The lăutari, who
perform in small ensembles consisting of two to five
or more musicians, are present from beginning to
end, ensuring that the music and rituals
commemorating the passage from unmarried to
married status of the principal actors take place.
They also perform social music genres—lyric and
narrative song as well as dance—at non-ritual
junctures in the wedding. While some marriage
rituals and genres have evolved or even disappeared
over the years, the festive banquet that takes place
after the religious ceremony is still a central, defining
event of the wedding. Among the key, indeed
indispensable, participants at the traditional banquet
are the lăutari who perform song and dance music

virtually uninterrupted throughout the evening and
often all night long, taking only intermittent short
breaks. As the great Romanian ethnomusicologist
Constantin Brăiloiu aptly wrote in 1928, “Nuntă fără
lăutari ştim bine că nu se poate” (Fira 2) (We all
know well that a wedding without lăutari is simply
not possible)!
How the political, social, and cultural transitions
that have occurred in southern Romania over the
past twenty-some years have informed the music and
dance at traditional weddings provides the focus of
this essay. (2)
I discuss, in the pages ahead, the repertoire
performed by lăutari during traditional Romanian
weddings, in particular, at the wedding banquet (masa
mare, lit., great meal). I compare the music
performed at wedding banquets during the
communist period with the quite different repertoire
that has dominated in the years following
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communism. I explore how the predominantly
Romanian song and dance repertoire performed at
wedding banquets by lăutari before the 1990s changed
radically after the Revolution of 1989 to include, in
addition, Romani in-group song and dance. Indeed,
music that is coded as Romani became extraordinarily
popular after 1989 and continues to form much of the
wedding banquet repertoire at the present time. (3)
Focusing on the evolution of the Romanian wedding
banquet repertoire from pre- to post-1990 Romania, I
explore the mechanisms of the transformations that
have occurred. How and why has the banquet
repertoire evolved from the communist to the postcommunist periods, and what can we say about the
changes that may take place in the future? I argue that
several significant factors revolving around the
question of political control inform the fundamental
shifts in music and dance that took place after the
Revolution of 1989. First, the strict control of culture
by the state was abandoned in early 1990, resulting in
decisions about culture that were no longer
exclusively dictated from above. Second, the tight
control of Romania’s geographic borders caved in,
engendering a proliferation of contact with foreign
cultures. And third, the control—and suppression—
of ethnic minority cultures was lifted, bringing about
the celebration, or at least making public, of
previously marginalized voices.

being separation and transition) in which the wedding
couple joins the company of married adults (van
Gennep).
The music performed during traditional wedding
banquets involves chiefly social as opposed to ritual
repertoire. By social repertoire I refer primarily to
non-ritual songs and instrumental dance music. This
repertoire reflects the more secular as opposed to
ritual sphere of the wedding. Songs and dances
performed at the banquet are customarily requested
by the guests; indeed, it is during the banquet that
new and popular social genres are heard. By contrast,
ritual repertoire indicates specific songs and dances
that are performed during key symbolic moments in
the wedding, e.g., the “lament” sung when the bride
ritually “bids farewell” to her family or the song heard
when the groom is ritually shaved for the “first time”- rites of separation that are accompanied by stable,
enduring genres. Ritual repertoire is not requested.
Early descriptions of wedding banquets reveal the
predominantly Romanian character of the songs and
dances performed: traditional repertoire that was
sung and played on acoustic, primarily stringed
instruments such as the violin, cobză (strummed lutelike instrument), and cimbalom (Cosma 18).
Gheorghe Fira’s monograph of village weddings from
1928 furnishes details about traditional wedding
banquets in southern Romania. During the festive
banquet meal, the “lăutari would stroll from place to
place, performing the songs that the guests
requested” (Fira 41). Later, they would play the
classic Romanian “hora mare” (large circle dance), a
round dance in duple meter. (4)

Romanian Wedding Banquets
Romanian village weddings traditionally lasted from
Friday or Saturday through Monday. In the past, the
banquet began in the early evening (on Sunday) after
the wedding ceremony in the church and lasted until
the early hours of the morning or all night, a tradition
that continues to the present day. The banquet
typically includes a multi-course meal that is gradually
served throughout the evening at tables set up in
courtyards of private homes, restaurants, or other
public spaces. Although songs dominate the early part
of the evening, the meal is later interspersed with
much dancing and several customs that articulate the
important step that the bride and groom have just
taken. As an important act of commensality marking
the newly-married status of the couple, the banquet
aptly represents incorporation, the third stage of the
classic tripartite life-cycle rite of passage (the first two

Communist-Period Wedding Banquets
The traditional weddings that took place from the late
1940s through 1989 reflected the ostensibly
homogeneous society of communist Romania. One
monograph from this time by Al. I. Amzulescu
provides explicit details of a village wedding that
unfolded over three days (Saturday through Monday)
in October 1954 in Argeş County in Muntenia
(northwest of Bucharest). Two lăutari performed at
the banquet: a violinist and a cimbalom player who
also sang. They provided social song and dance music
--much of it requested during the evening--that
consisted primarily of Romanian repertoire. The
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classic Romanian sârbă, a duple meter line dance in 6/8
compound time, comprised an overwhelming 46% of
the evening’s music, while 14% of the banquet
repertoire consisted of the brâu, a Romanian line
dance in duple meter. Several other Romanian
traditional dances filled another one-tenth of the
music performed. Traditional Romanian songs, the
most popular of which was, on that particular night,
“Pe drumul Banatului” (On the way to the Banat),
formed a little over one-fourth of the repertoire. In
fact, the only music at this banquet that was not
strictly Romanian was a lăutar song, “Inel, inel de
aur” (A Ring, a ring of gold) and two couple dances: a
polcă (polka) and ceardaş (csárdás), from Poland and
Hungary respectively--interestingly enough, both also
in their early stages of communist rule in 1954. In
other words, traditional Romanian songs and dances
occupied 96% of the repertoire performed at this
wedding banquet of the mid-1950s; there was very
little “other” repertoire.
In my own fieldwork 25 years later with lăutari from
a village in Teleorman County (southwest of
Bucharest), a typical ensemble included the chief lăutar
--a violinist who was also the vocalist--and his two
nephews, one who played the portable (hammer)
dulcimer and the other, the accordion. Virtually all of
the wedding banquet repertoire that I heard at the
time was Romanian: lyric songs and traditional dances.
Moreover, from what the musicians told me, epic
songs were also still sung on occasion at the nuptial
feasts. In later fieldwork from 1987 in a village in Dolj
County south of Craiova, the three lăutari I worked
with were a guitarist/vocalist, his brother on the
violin, and their nephew, who played the accordion.
At wedding banquets, they reported performing
mainly lyric songs and dance music but also a number
of narrative songs such as “Cântecul naşului” (The
Best man’s song). (5)
Cultural control mechanisms undertaken by the
state were conspicuous during the communist period
in Romania. Up through the end of the 1980s, the
state encouraged and promoted traditional Romanian
repertoire at the expense of other ethnic genres and
styles in order to uphold the notion of an ethnically
pure Romanian nation. Ethnic cultures other than the
Romanian were generally not recognized. Indeed, non
-Romanian genres (that is, Romani and “foreign”)

were discouraged or even banned (Rădulescu 1994).
In other words, the state regulated which traditional
music was performed. (6) This included, for example,
state-sponsored folk ensembles that performed
stylized Romanian traditional music and
choreographed dance in concert halls and on
television. Furthermore, starting in the mid-1970s,
the state set up committees in every locale in
Romania to approve, promote, and especially control
artistic activities by its citizens. It also established
regular national music festivals “of socialist education
and culture” called “Cântarea României” (The Song of
Romania) (Tismăneanu 603). There “folk” musicians
from all over the country competed in contests. (7)
“Cântarea României” was implicitly ethnic-Romaniandominated since the competitions were set up only
for amateur artists, thus automatically disqualifying
participation by Romani musicians. After all, most
Romani musicians were not, strictly speaking, amateur
since they earned their living making music. In this
way, the state made sure that only Romanian folklore
was perpetuated.
In terms of other devices of official control,
Romania, like other communist states, was isolated
from the rest of the world, thanks to the
impenetrable borders ensuring strict surveillance of
who and what went in and out of the country. In
addition, the government outlawed the airing of
Romani music—in-group repertoire performed by
lăutari. This entailed a risk of punishment should
musicians be found performing “Gypsy” genres:
Romani (including “oriental”) songs and dances. As a
matter of fact, after the Revolution, an accordionist in
a village in Oltenia told me that he, along with several
other lăutari, had been performing a Balkan-Romani
ethno-pop song—a then-burgeoning genre in
southern Romania (later called manele)--at a wedding
in the late 1980s when a police cautioned him and his
fellow musicians to cease playing. They did, but only
momentarily, at which time again the police
approached and threatened them that if they did not
stop at once, they would really be “in big trouble.”
The ethno-pop songs that they were performing—
”oriental” in character as opposed to traditional
Romanian--were considered “foreign.” Furthermore,
because the musicians were Roma, the genre was
regarded as Romani, an ethnic identity that was
“officially” non-existent.
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Post-Communist Wedding Banquets
Once the communist government collapsed in late
1989, state controls were dissolved, and Romania’s
borders opened up. Culture from around the world
streamed into the country, and music of all sorts,
from Balkan pop to jazz, rock, hip-hop, rap, and so
on, was admitted—all of which profoundly influenced
the local scene. The most significant change in the
wedding banquet repertoire, however, was the
wholesale adoption of the intensely popular manele
(sg. manea)—Romania’s own Middle-Eastern inflected
ethno-pop song-dance genre influenced by traditional
and popular Balkan and Romani music, including the
Serbian novokomponovana narodna muzika (newlycomposed folk music) and Bulgarian svatbarska
muzika (wedding music). (8) Indeed, the Oltenian
Romani accordionist ordered by the police before
the Revolution to stop playing manele informed me
that it took only a few days after Nicolae Ceauşescu
was executed (on 25 December 1989) for manele to
be introduced publicly at Romanian weddings. By
early 1990, he told me, manele were freely played as
banquet repertoire.
The manea as a genre in Romania is both song and
dance; in other words, manele sung at social events
are meant to be danced to. Manele refer traditionally
to early songs associated with female Romani solo ingroup dancing. During the 1990s, the genre
underwent a massive revival, becoming an extremely
popular dance form among both women and men as
well as non-Roma. As ethno-pop fusion music,
manele resemble similar forms elsewhere in the
Balkans (the čoček: Serbian, Croatian, and
Macedonian; kyuchek: Bulgarian; and çoçek: Albanian).
Manele exude an exotic, “oriental” sound,
perpetuated by çiftetelli rhythms. (9)
Eastern scales, and instrumentation (chiefly
synthesizers, keyboards, accordions, guitars, clarinets,
electric violins, and drum sets) and as dance, the
genre is characterized by a solo, sensual style that
bears some resemblance to belly dancing. Needless
to say, it was a style in the 1990s that had hitherto
been unknown at Romanian traditional weddings. In
terms of content, pedestrian lyrics of sex, power, and
materialism pervade the songs, empowering the
musicians and audiences alike. The musicians who
play manele at weddings are Roma—including some
of the same lăutari who had been playing at weddings
in the years preceding the Revolution, particularly the

younger generation. And the vocalists are virtually all
young Romani men, some of whom sing exclusively
manele, consequently dubbed manelişti (sg. manelist).
The genre, despised by many intellectual and
professional Romanians, is coded as Romani and is
seen by its detractors as “alien”--a perilous Other
from within (despite that Roma have been living in
Romania for hundreds of years). (10)
The social event at which manele were performed
most often after the Revolution was the wedding
banquet, where they soon grew to be by far the most
popular requested genre. Romanians—especially
young, working class, and peasant urbanite
dwellers— became passionate devotees of manele.
Manele turned out to be so popular after the
Revolution that they virtually took over the wedding
banquet repertoire, superseding much of the earlier
Romanian song and dance fare. The popularity of
manele in the 1990s was promoted by an
unprecedented cassette culture based in Bucharest
that dispatched the genre to all corners of Romania,
where local musicians imitated the songs and
performed them in turn at weddings. Compact discs
were subsequently marketed in similar fashion, and
by the end of the first decade of the 21st century, an
internet culture served as the primary means to
perpetuate recorded manele. Between 1999 and
2011, I attended nineteen celebratory banquets in
cities and villages in south-central Romania; they
were mainly at weddings although several took place
at baptisms. (11) Overall, manele accounted for more
than 35% of the music at the banquets that I
attended. Viewing the breakdown between urban
and rural venues, the average percentage of manele in
city banquets was 40%, compared with 27% in the
villages. (12)
In addition to manele, although nowhere near as
popular, another dance genre coded as Romani also
came to compete with traditional group dances at
Romanian weddings during the late 1990s and 2000s,
namely the lăutar or Gypsy horă. This dance had long
been in existence especially among Roma at their
own in-group festivities. Its performance, like the
performance of Romanian traditional music, most
often included acoustic instruments such as the
virtually indispensable accordion and cimbalom, as
well as the violin, double bass, and clarinet. Like the
manea, it is a solo dance. But while the manea as
dance is sensual and subtly fluid in terms of upper
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body movements, the lăutar horă entails a more
energetic engagement of the whole body, with lively
movements including stamping feet and snapping
fingers. The dynamic personal style of the lăutar horă
is quite distinct from the more serene collective
Romanian horă, a circle dance with uncomplicated,
regular steps. Perhaps because of this, the lăutar horă
has had tremendous appeal for some Romanians.
Similar to their appropriation of manele, once
Romanians discovered—after 1989--how exhilarating
the lăutar horă could be, they adopted it at their own
celebratory banquets. As an overall average in the
banquets I attended, the lăutar horă comprised 17%
of the repertoire: in urban settings, this meant 12%
and at rural locales, a little over one-fifth. (13)
Not only has Romani-related dance music taken
center stage at Romanian wedding banquets since
1989 but songs that are coded as Romani (though
sung in Romanian) are also particularly popular.
They are typically duple-meter stanzaic songs that
often tell—not surprisingly, given the context--of
family matters: parents and children, siblings, spouses,
working hard for the family, and so on. These
include songs such as “Sunt un tată fericit” (I am a
happy dad) and “Omul pentru ce munceşte?” (What
does a person work for?). Statistically speaking,
almost 13% of the banquet repertoire overall
consisted of Romani songs (17% in urban areas and
almost one-tenth in rural zones). (14)
In my fieldwork, manele and Romani songs were
performed somewhat more often at urban rather
than rural banquets, while the lăutar horă was slightly
more common at village as opposed to city
celebrations. City tastes, after 1989, called more
frequently for the performance of manele as well as
Romani songs at life-cycle events, while an acoustic
sound—and thus older repertoire — was often more
in demand at rural venues, especially for the
traditional Romanian genres that are central to village
weddings. By extension, because of the sound
qualities essential for manele, urban musicians in
today’s Romania typically play more state-of-the-art
electronic instruments (such as synthesizers,
keyboards, and electric drum sets) than do their
rural counterparts, who overall rely more on
traditional instruments. (15)
As for the non-Romani dance music at postcommunist banquets, the Romanian traditional sârbă

followed in popularity after manele and the lăutar
horă, comprising almost 12% of the repertoire at
Romanian weddings. (16)
Not surprisingly, it was somewhat more popular
at village banquets, accounting for over 13% of the
music, while at urban banquets, the sârbă accounted
for almost one-tenth. This also represents an
extraordinary shift over only four decades,
considering that in Amzulescu’s field notes of the
1954 wedding in southern Romania, almost half (46%)
of the banquet repertoire was the sârbă.
We can speak, then, of the adoption of Romanirelated dance (manele and the lăutar horă) and song
genres at post-1989 Romanian wedding banquets.
Overall, more than 52% of the dance music
performed at banquets that I attended in the postcommunist decades was Romani-related. In urban
locales, this rose to nearly 57%, while in rural areas,
it was almost 48%. (17) When Romani songs and
dances--performed at both urban and rural Romanian
wedding banquets--are also taken into account,
Romani repertoire made up almost 60% of the
evening’s repertoire, while Romanian repertoire
accounted for over 35%. The “other” category
(romances, light popular songs, tangos, waltzes, etc.)
formed about 5% (18) This indicates an astounding
transformation of the virtually all-Romanian
repertoire formerly heard at pre-1990 Romanian
banquets. Viewing matters from a slightly different
perspective, the urban ensembles in my fieldwork—
regardless of whether they performed in cities or
villages—excelled more at Romani repertoire than
did rural ensembles, whose forté was more often
traditional Romanian repertoire. As a matter of fact,
urban musicians have always typically performed
more “foreign” music, while rural musicians pride
themselves on their command of traditional
Romanian repertoire. Some village lăutari claim that
performing at rural weddings is more difficult than at
urban ones since musicians are obliged to know the
Romani genres in addition to all of the traditional
Romanian repertoire.
Altogether these findings represent a situation
radically different from wedding banquets less than a
quarter of a century earlier. By the 1990s, state
controls on the genres performed in public and
control of what came in and out of the country were
clearly no longer present. Music from the north,
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west, east, and especially south of Romania—that is,
from elsewhere in the Balkans--was openly entering
the country and playing a significant part in shaping
creative hybrid musical styles, especially manele.
Furthermore, the Other from within was no longer
denied and restricted in public music-making; indeed,
it was fully exploited as ethnic Romanians were
finding their own inner Other as a sensual and
gratifying experience.
Conclusion
The post-communist “meltdown” in Romania
brought about a free and uninhibited channeling of
both foreign music from abroad and “foreign” music
from within. Following the political, economic, and
social changes that were ushered in starting in the
early 1990s, a plethora of popular musical styles
became possible at traditional weddings (as well as
other venues). The control mechanisms that had
been in place for performances and recordings during
the communist period were dismantled at that time,
and music of all kinds was both “let in” from outside
and “let out” from within. Before the “doors
opened” in early 1990, music at weddings was
restricted: musicians were watched and repertoire
was almost entirely Romanian songs and dances.
After the Revolution, however, music—especially
music coded and appreciated as Balkan and
Romani—became extremely popular, clearly
responding to a widespread desire for experience,
during celebration, that transcended the ordinary.
Indeed, Romanian music that had been performed for
decades at the wedding banquets was pushed aside.
Manele, the lăutar hora, and Romani songs were
welcomed into Romanian popular culture right on
the heels of a decades-long official communist
cultural policy of mono-ethnic and mono–social
strategies and programs. A significant part of the
allure of these genres, then, was surely also a
response to—even perhaps a reaction against--the
repressive system that had dictated so much of the
cultural and artistic activity of 20th-century Romania.
(19)
What musical developments lie ahead for
traditional wedding (and baptism) banquets where
Romani musicians now perform? In a village wedding
that I attended in 2010, traditional music identified by
the musicians as “Banat-style” that I had rarely heard

before at southern Romanian weddings comprised a
small but significant portion of the repertoire
performed at the banquet (6%). Could the
appropriation of alternative (but mainstream)
traditional Romanian repertoire from other regions
outside of Muntenia and Oltenia be in store for
banquets in southern Romania? Perhaps more varied
music from beyond the borders of the country
heralds a greater diversification of global music at
banquets. Tangos and “Pingvinul” (The Penguin), a
social wedding dance currently popular in the
Balkans, are performed increasingly at both urban
and rural weddings. “Foreign” songs are also heard
now and then, such as the popular Russian “Kalinka”
and “I Could Have Danced All Night” (from the
Broadway musical My Fair Lady). (20) Do these
perhaps represent future genre explorations and
meanings? Yet another—perhaps more profound-question concerns whether live music at wedding
banquets may eventually become a thing of the past,
given the less costly option of hiring DJs to choose
and play recorded songs and dances at social
gatherings. Indeed, judging by what I have heard in
Romania from Roma and Romanians alike over the
past few years, this may have already begun. And
when I was in Romania most recently, a question I
heard discussed not infrequently among both
musicians and connoisseurs of culture was whether
manele were on their way out. My fieldwork at the
time did not conclusively point to this. Clearly times
change as does music, and the eventual demise of
manele is surely inevitable. But when that happens,
other popular dance forms will, of course, simply
supplant manele: it is a natural and normal process
for popular culture and oral traditions.
Asking now, at the end of this essay, not what
might change in the future but rather what might
remain, we can say that for generations social dance
has provided one of the most expressive and
meaningful means of celebrating the life cycle, not
only in southern Romania but throughout the Balkans
as well. Indeed, dancing is central to marriage and
birth festivities in Romania, and regardless of what
music is played—and how—at the banquets of the
future, dancing by wedding and baptism guests is here
to stay. Finally, we can also be assured that music at
banquets—both song and dance—will certainly not
return to earlier 20th-century trends when far more
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homogeneous local repertoires were either
conventional or imposed, due earlier in time to a less
globalized world and later to a more highly regulated
society. Rather, music in many varied forms as a
means to celebrate the really important moments in
life will continue to be enriched both from the world
outside of Romania and from within.

my fieldwork are subsumed within my larger
discussion of weddings.
12. At Romani wedding banquets (most of which took
place in urban settings), manele comprised over 52%
of the repertoire.
13. At Romani weddings, over one-quarter of the
repertoire was the lăutar horă.
14. At Romani weddings, only 7.5% of the repertoire
Notes
consisted of Romani songs—less, actually, than at
1. An earlier version of this article was delivered as a Romanian banquets. But the overall in-group
paper at the Third Symposium of the International
repertoire at Romani weddings is extremely high:
Council for Traditional Music Study Group on Music almost 86%.
and Dance in Southeastern Europe in Berovo,
15. Urban musicians can also more readily afford new
Macedonia, April 2012. My findings are the result of instruments than rural musicians; and of course they
many field trips to southern Romania since 1979 that also have more access to them.
have been funded in part by the International
16. At Romani weddings, 7.5% of the music was the
Research and Exchanges Board, Vilas Associates
sârbă.
Research Program Award from the University of
17. At Romani weddings during the same time, almost
Wisconsin, and National Council for Eurasian and East 78% of the repertoire was in-group dance.
European Research.
18. Overall at Romani weddings, almost 86% of the
2. My findings are based on early monographs and my repertoire was Romani, nearly one-tenth was
own fieldwork from 1979 to the present in rural and Romanian, and not quite 5% was “other.”
urban locales in southern Romania (in Bucharest and 19. Note a similar conclusion reached by Vesa Kurkela
villages in the surrounding counties in Muntenia as
with regard to pop folk (chalga) in Bulgaria (145).
well as a village south of Craiova in Oltenia).
20. I heard these at a village wedding in 2010.
3. For a discussion of Romanian post-communist
wedding customs, see Beissinger 2005.
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Travelogue: An Accidental Passage to China
by
Mirela Roznoveanu
Was Confucius (551 – 459 B.C.) right? Is there a Chinese
secret? A mind too clever to be true! Traveling alone in
China. “Give us this day our daily bread!” Fears and
wounds. The Moon Festival. Lost in translation. The
Prophecy. Leaving China.
At first, one might hallucinate that the West moved
to China; later on, the same person might think that
China wants to become America, for some reason.
Beijing, Shanghai—each of them with a population of
23 million people—Xian, Guilin display skyscrapers
reminding me of the Empire State Building and the
World Trade Center, megastores that resemble
Bloomingdale’s and Macy’s; skyways; museums akin to
my Guggenheim or Metropolitan; clone airports of
JFK; streets’ signs with fonts and colors as the ones in
the United States; movie remakes with actors looking
like the American ones to detail; Starbucks,
McDonalds, KFCs, Pizza Hut; stores from Old Navy,
Gap, Chanel, and H&M to Louis Vuitton, Zara, and
Burberry, on main streets looking like 5th Avenue in
New York City.
Is this for real? After a few more days spent in
China, it would become evident that the transplant of
Western architecture and of the Western corporate
mind was little more than a business gimmick. The
average tourist applying for a visa can sense that
something is not right. On the aforementioned form
there are questions about the job of the applicant
such as: “Staff of media”, “Former/incumbent member
of parliament/position”, “Former/incumbent
government official/position”, “Entertainer”, “Religious
personnel”. Could it be that the government wants a
proper surveillance of the above? Obviously, this
country’s establishment doesn’t like visitors that might
see what is not meant to be seen.
As I started my trip in Beijing on September 7, I
also knew there were still people in “arbitrary
detention” (i) with no formal arrest, presentation of
charges, and access to lawyers. They were guilty of

being “troublemakers” who might “disturb order” at
anniversaries of the Cultural Revolution (50-year
anniversary on May 2016), Tiananmen massacre (27year anniversary this June 2016), or the G20 summit
in Hangzhou in 4-5 September 2016. On the surface,
the central government directive to the Chinese
people is to learn English, love America, copy anything
American, and bring anything advanced from America
back home to clone it. Meanwhile, at the deepest
levels of society, everything should stay unaffected.
Stalkers, surveillance people planted all over, video
cameras placed on every possible corner, and hightech equipment present in any imaginable place have
the task to report the unusual and thus preserve the
status quo. The Communist establishment rules the
country with an iron hand; every move and every
word are watched, reported, noted. The IT makes
this scrutiny possible to the finest details. A colleague
from NYU Shanghai invited me to have lunch with his
Chinese family he soon canceled the invitation; his
family was worried that inviting a foreigner in their
home would bring unpleasant consequences. Some
freedom in lifestyle seems accessible to the rich
working for Western companies, to those having their
own successful businesses, and to the Communist
Party nomenclature—the seven percent of the
population (roughly 97 million members) that rule the
other 93 percent.
Was Confucius (551 – 459 B.C.) right? “Our greatest
glory is not in ever failing, but in rising every time we
fall,” Confucius said in Analects (Ethics). These books
contain his teachings in the form of dialogs written
down by his disciples. From what I’ve seen, today’s
Chinese Communism has a Confucian face, and that’s
why it is powerful; the Confucian Canon has been
ingrained in the lives of China’s people for 25
centuries.
The continuous building of a Great China over five
thousand years has been a central dogma propagated
by ancient emperors through modern times, a time
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measured not by decades or even centuries but by
dynasties such as the Xia (Hsia, 2100-1600 BC), Qin
(Ch'in (221-206 BC), Han (206 BC-220 AD), Tang
(618-906), Song (960-1279), Ming (1368-1644), and
Qing (Ch'ing, 1644-1912). Today’s China lives in what
I would call The Mao Dynasty which started with the
1927 revolution when the Communist Party under
Mao's leadership began fighting over the control of
China. The bloodline rule to the empire’s throne
succession is very much alive today as in ancient
times. The current Chinese leader, Xi Jinping, the
offspring of the first revolutionary generation, runs
the country as part of its communist aristocracy. The
imperial “bloodline” survives. (ii)
To talk about democracy in a country that has
lived in regimes led by totalitarian rule, corruption,
choice privileges for the powerful, and poverty for the
others feels unbecoming. Clans, aristocratic families
have been always there, as they are today under a
different name. This has been normal in China. Our
legal concepts could hardly get equivalents in the
Chinese legal order or they simply don’t exist. Human
rights, for example, are equivalent to people’s right to
have food and shelter, while the freedom of speech is
an unknown notion. The freedom of gathering never
existed; Tiananmen Square is still guarded by police
barricades and armored military cars. The
government forbids any exhibitions and talks at
national level about the Tiananmen Square massacre
and about the Cultural Revolution afraid that many
involved in those tragic events, still on high seats,
might be recognized. The secret police files are sealed
to stop any revelations that would bring justice.
Locals are not seen in Tiananmen Square. To get in,
the foreign visitor goes through three airport-style
checkpoints. Serenity and order mask deep seated
tensions. The freedom of movement is also regulated
by powerful laws. If a villager wants to move to a city,
he or she will not have health insurance, the right to
rent a place, or the right to send his children to city’s
schools for 5 years. In other words, to move from a
place to another is almost impossible. To make the
move to cities less appealing, the Communist Party
recently decided to wave all the farmers’ taxes.
The government controls anything it wishes. While
there, I read an article in China Daily about a new
Central Government directive that would allow
pharmacists to override doctors’ prescriptions. The
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government was not happy with too many prescribed
antibiotics and cancer drugs. So now the pharmacists
have the task to direct people to traditional cures
using acupuncture and herbs. The article was not
available in the electronic editions of the paper; the
government didn’t want it widespread outside China.
Also, while in China, I was able to access my NYU’s
Google-based email only through the powerful VPN
connection of NYU Shanghai because Google,
YouTube are blocked, as perhaps are other internet
sites.
Yet, how was the extraordinary leap of China
toward West possible in less than three decades? My
answer is because of the features of the Chinese mind
that I have met all over: sharp, fast, precise,
perfectionist, detailed, diligent, willing to clone
anything, yet also submissive to the central power. In
its entire history China went through less than twenty
uprisings.

Tiananmen Square
Is there a Chinese secret? The uniqueness of today’s
China resides not only in the steady, fast adoption of
the Western world in business and architecture, but
in the way the past rules the present. This process
goes along with what the Chinese mind has conceived
over time for the country’s defense—the Great
Wall—and for its emperors, such as the Forbidden
City in Beijing, and the grand tombs. For ordinary
citizens there was the hutong, and for pleasure and
art—calligraphy, the design and painting on rice paper
and porcelain, cloisonné, silk artifacts, and fireworks.
Since time immemorial, what mattered has been
the overall benefit for the Great China, for its
emperors, but not the lives of common individuals.
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The Great Wall took millions of lives until completion.
The Forbidden City gathered incommensurable
resources and talent for the benefit of a single family.
The Summer Palace in Beijing has as a center piece an
artificial manmade lake built under three emperors
who wanted to enjoy freshness. The mountains were
but a few miles away, nonetheless they preferred to
bring them closer. Artificial hills, forests, and a lake
were crafted (today, to walk along the lake, the locals
have to pay $4 each). Over centuries, the original
lake’s spring dried up, and today the water comes to
the lake from the city’s tap water reservoir. It means
the lake’s water flows through the city’s pipes and
faucets. But it doesn’t matter. The past merges into
the present at any cost.
Emperor tombs display the same limitless grandeur
and depletion of human resources; one emperor sited
in Xian, Qin Shi Huangdi, the first emperor that
unified China in 279 BC at the age of 39, wanted with
him in the afterlife his entire army. He was perhaps
scared to face alone, in the underworld, those he had
killed. His generals overheard his intentions and, afraid
of a riot, an identical army of thousands of soldiers,
weapons and horses was built in terracotta. Recent
archaeological discoveries suggest that the famous
Terracotta Warriors may have been made with the
help of the Greeks. (iii)
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skyscrapers and modern condominiums. The typical
hutong family used a public bath. For defecation and
urination, the family had a pot placed in the morning
outside the main door. For a small amount of money,
a person would come to the hutong and collect,
empty, clean them, and place the pots back, one by
one.
Because time belonged to the Emperor (the Son of
Heaven, responsible for maintaining harmony between
the human sphere and Heaven), it was mandatory to
be measured by devices produced for the Son of
Heaven. The imposing Bell Towers and Drum Towers,
built by emperors, announced the time for the
commoners during mornings and respectively evenings
by the closing city gates.
In art, the supreme virtuosity had been considered
the mastering of variants of past famous works. In the
National Museum in Shanghai and the school of
calligraphy in Xian (Qin Shi Huang Mausoleum Museum
School of Display and Exhibition History) the same
bamboo depicted ad nauseam hung on the walls;
copycat animal representations were on the shelves of
all jade factories and stores I visited. They didn’t
impress me too much, but for sure they did the
Chinese mind akin to details, symbols, and subtlety.
The original Jade Buddha and its copy in the Jade
Buddha Temple in Shanghai looked like carbon copies
to my westernized mind.
The silk— I have been in Suzhou, the city where
Marco Polo lived—preserves its own legend. It is said
that an empress drunk tea under a mulberry tree
when a caterpillar cocoon fell into her hot cup. She
saw a sheer thread coming out from that cocoon and
she started pulling it, but it was as if the thread had no
end. Amazed by that fine, yet solid thread, she asked
her maids to gather more and weave a robe for the
emperor, who loved it.
As for calligraphy, any traditional Chinese house in
the
village displays a calligraphic inscription on the
Terracotta Warriors
front door even today, while much more inside adorn
the walls. Crafted beautifully, their message is about
In villages, thatched roof houses are made from
peace, prosperity, health. And some other strange
same bricks of clay (adobe) as in ancient times; in
things are as follows: it is believed that a mirror above
cities, the hutong (which in Mongolian means “by the
the house door would keep the ghosts away for
water”) was the typical house. The hutongs, very
ghosts don’t like to look in mirrors and see their
narrow alleys surrounded by tiny family houses
ghostly faces; all thresholds in palaces and houses are
without baths and toilets are eagerly being replaced by
unusually high because ghosts, having no knees in
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Chinese tradition, cannot pass over it; it is bad luck to
trip on the threshold, etc.
A mind too clever to be true! While climbing the “J”
section of the Great Wall, something was not right. I
am much taller than the average Chinese man, and I
couldn’t grasp how Chinese soldiers, less tall than me,
and equipped with armors and weapons, hiked
thousands of high steps in old times; why did the
architect intend these stairs so abrupt and high? The
distance between each step is so big that my long legs
were hardly able to cope with them; and the angle of
the stairs’ pathway was so steep that it was dangerous
to look back while climbing. I pitied the soldiers
fighting with the hordes coming from the Mongolian
steppes.
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left on humanity’s destiny; millions of lives were
wasted on building walls and tombs. Why had this
changed in the recent past centuries? Could it be that
the human species realized that humanity would not
survive if individual life is not cherished but wasted in
megalomaniac projects and wars without mercy? I was
thinking of all these questions in a country where the
rulers’ megalomania is still in place. Three weeks
before the G20 summit in Hangzhou at the beginning
of September 2016, the government shut down the
country’s polluting industry in order to offer fresh air
to its guests. By sheer chance, over several days in
Beijing I enjoyed an azure sky and clean, unpolluted
air.
Traveling alone in China. Ancient customs related to
the safety of guests and especially women are still in
place there. That’s why I made it after the guided tour
ended; I was the subject of many acts of kindness for
which I am grateful. Traveling alone in China without
speaking Chinese is not easy. However, despite
language barriers, I was helped, understood, and I
overcame hardships.
A source of kindness could be that for the Chinese
we are the big noses, something every Chinese would
like to become. They love blond hair and the fact that
we are tall, and they are fascinated by the shape of
our eyes; surgeries lately are making more and more
Chinese look Caucasian. Because they abandoned the
Great Wall Stairs
vegetable and rice menus and eat more meat, this
The descend was harsher. The distance between
generation is taller and men even have hair on their
steps, their unusual height, and the steep angle of the
arms and chest, something unheard of in the past.
path made the return a more difficult adventure. I
What has remained unchanged in the rules is the
stopped many times afraid I would break my legs. And
color of a woman face: it should be pale and white,
then, a sort of epiphany unraveled the mystery: those
reminding of a pearl; girls with darker skin are not
stairs were meant for the invaders, and not for the
making it to the list of top beauties.
Chinese soldiers. If the Mongolian riders attacked a
wall post, while rushing down the stairs they would
have for sure broken their necks and legs. Then, from
that steep height of the Great Wall built on the
Greater and Lesser Jinshan “Gold Mountain” ranges, I
felt as if being in my ridged Carpathians with the same
pine trees, poplars, maple trees, and pure air; isn’t it
true that wherever we go we see our native land?
The portion of the Great Wall I was staying on
went left and right for about a total of three thousand
kilometers. This detail reminded me one more time of
the human specie’s indifference for individual life in
antiquity. The Pyramids and the Great Wall are scars
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Modesty is another feature of these people who
live with so little. One day, during my lunch in Guilin
where I went for a cruise on the famous Li River, I
noticed three ladies at a nearby table, obviously a
mother with two daughters in their late thirties. One
of the young ladies helped me communicate with the
waiter; she intervened here and there with fragments
of English words. I was fascinated looking at the way
those ladies ate. They had a bowl of rice in the middle
of the table—very quickly emptied—and a plate of
transparent vegetables; on a full spoon of rice they
nicely placed with the chopsticks and graciously
swallowed it. I felt like Pantagruel; my table was full of
dishes and I was still hungry. I didn’t know that when
we don’t eat the food we are used to we feel hungry
all the time. I told the young lady, who volunteered to
be my translator, that I would love to buy for her
mother whatever dish she would like to have. I
explained that I would do that in memory of my
mother. They refused. I insisted three times, a ritual
valid in Romanian politeness too. Then I received the
answer: her mom wished to have a bowl of rice.
Fears and wounds. Deep scars and scares show in
unexpected ways in this world obsessed with dragons,
longevity, and procreation, which are the marks of a
world frightened of whatever unexpectedly comes
from the outside, of a humanity with a short life span,
and procreation issues, and which should be true for a
population living on rice and vegetables from time
immemorial—a paradox of China’s overpopulation.
Day after day, I felt suffocated by the presence of
countless symbols of any object, thing, design, animal,
plant, or gesture around me. Everything is codified,
even numerals and colors. If number 4 is bad luck,
number 8 means good luck and happiness; red is
celebrated as the color of happiness, health,
prosperity, etc. This ancient humanity has created a
comfortable net for the common man. You obey it—
you are safe. You don’t—you vanish.
Going West to Suzhou, the place of the finest silk
in China and the city of the finest gardens, such as the
Master of the Nets Garden, I cruised over old canals
bordered on both side by old houses eaten by mold
and decay, not far away from state-of-the-art
compounds belonging to Singapore businesses. It is
said that Suzhou was the city with the most beautiful
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girls in China, the place from where emperors’ most
concubines came. It was and it seems it still is
celebrated as the land of “rice and fish” (the Chinese
equivalent for “the land of milk and honey”).

Mirela Roznoveanu in an authentic Chinese Empress
costume.
China is a world of nuances, of subtleties, of
tireless reinterpretations of the past, of refining
whatever was made, said, written, or painted to a
more overwhelming extent than anything I’d read
before in books. In sumptuous residences of
aristocrats, such as the one in the Yu Garden in
Shanghai and the Master of the Nets Garden in Suzhou,
I lingered within hidden and bare corners creating a
delicate void, around venerated stones with big holes
and strange shapes. Windows with mullions (vertical
elements that form a division between units of a
window, door), lattices (strips of wood crossed and
fastened together with square or diamond-shaped
spaces left between), and oblique grids displayed
animals, flowers, and words with auspicious meanings,
such as storks, deer, peonies, and Fú (福) (the
Chinese character for happiness), all symbolizing
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longevity, good health, and wealth. The carved-in
wood windows and doors, those interlaces of holes,
hollows, gaps, a sort of eyelet stitch embroidery,
were covered with rice paper during harsh weather.
In my past reincarnations there, I had died many times
at early ages, for sure; how could one survive in those
houses exposed to cold winters, hot summers,
typhoons, and humidity? How could rice paper
insulate against them? The braziers here and there
were insignificant for those open spaces. How did
they actually survive? In a room called “The
Meditation Study,” the following was written: “Tao is
in agreement with the void. The Meditation Study is a
place for the garden owner to cultivate the mind and
to attain a state of absolute blessedness and serenity
free from secular concerns.”
“Give us this day our daily bread!” I searched
McDonalds and KFCs hoping to find bread. The
cheeseburger bun was nowhere close the one I knew.
Comparing one with the other, Chinese food in New
York City has little in common with that in the
Mainland. One day, the concierge of the hotel I was
staying in directed me to the Ichido store down in the
Shanghai’s subway, full of police checking IDs here
and there. Ichido’s bread was sweet, filled with
walnuts, almond, pistachio, and raisins. Bread for
them is a sort of desert. That’s why after three weeks
on rice and transparent threads of meat I felt as if I
was dying, craving for a piece of real bread and meat;
in those moments I understood the magnitude of
vampires’ craving for blood. In a building close to the
Nanjing Road market in Shanghai, on the 20th floor, I
found an Italian restaurant and I ordered an iced tea
and a steak straight away. To my immense happiness,
the waiter brought real bread and butter to the table;
I devoured them on the spot. The same with the
steak. It was the most expensive lunch of my life: 85
USD.
The Moon Festival. It is for China what Thanksgiving
is for America. Shows celebrated the September 15th
event on all TV channels. Songs with lyrics about Tang
and Song dynasties, about the Red Army marching
over the mountains and preserving a smile even in
frozen conditions, a lot of red flags and lotuses, and
Hollywood like super-productions of historical
dramas took over the screens. If the establishment
placed communism on the history line of dynasties
that made China great, the Red Army was part of
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those armies in ancient times making China great. The
Red Army crimes were forgiven the same way as the
crimes of past emperors’ armies. The Communist
Dynasty, as great as the Song, Tang, and Qi, reared
the same ideal—something I wouldn’t have
understood if I hadn’t been there. Is it China’s way of
relieving the past through the present, or the other
way around? The past was present at such a degree
that a rock band performed a song about how great
life was in Tang and how the Moon shone the same
now as then. Thankfully, one of the CCTV channels
had English translations.

Mater of the Net Garden.
Lost in translation. I came across many wrong
translations from the English to the Chinese. So when
I read “soup of beef balls” on a restaurant’s menu, I
thought they left out “meat” in translation, and
ordered it. It was beef after all. However, those balls
in the soup looked nothing close to meatballs. The
waitress showed on her IPhone—an English
translation of the Chinese menu—that she brought
me what I ordered. The liquid of the soup was good,
but I couldn’t swallow more than two or three
meatballs. By the time I left the restaurant, I realized
something totally unexpected: in the big pot in front
of me sailed the balls of real bulls for sure, of a few of
them, but not meatballs.
The Prophecy. In my childhood, in Romania, I heard
an old prophecy about the future of the earth
belonging to the yellow race, meaning China. I
couldn’t find any trace of it in the Bible, but it seems
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that Nostradamus mentioned something alike. Could
it be true? From my point of view, China cannot make
it without America; at least in this century, because
China breathes through an American umbilical cord. I
am not sure how it is going to progress, but I think
the future will not belong to China. In the worst case
scenario, the future would probably be a symbiosis of
both.
China’s civilization, more than five millennia old,
could be a means of transport: a way to transfer, to
carry on the values of the western civilization, only
two and a half millennia old and still vulnerable. This
course might take place with difficult adjustments on
both sides, ruled by both worlds, one being unable to
survive without the other, and later on perhaps
branded under one name. Too bad I will not be alive
300 years from now to see if I am right or wrong.
What we know is that the Chinese civilization
strongly faced the invaders and the rebellious insiders,
and did not favor foreign influences. Despite wars,
occupations, and internal struggles, it preserved its
culture and values; but at the end of the 20th century,
it opened to the western civilization in its own way,
that of incorporating the past into the daily life.
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Leaving China. Even though Chinese people are
kind, leaving the country is nowhere as hospitable as
entering it. Huge lines at the exit of the country’s
immigration booths, dwindling the arrivals. Even
Buddha had to stay in line. Pelerines carrying on
display Buddhists relics received no special treatment.
By the time my flight was supposed to leave within 40
minutes, I lucklessly asked an officer on duty to allow
me to get in front. The message was staunchly clear:
nobody gets in front except the handicapped. After
nine checkpoints (three in Shanghai and six in Beijing,
where I changed the flight), I was exhausted. One-and
-a-half hours in the Beijing airport weren’t enough to
go through all formalities. I cursed the moment I
decided to visit China. For me, having lived more than
half of my life under a communist dictatorship, the
decision to visit China hadn’t been an easy one. While
preparing for this trip, I repeated to myself that I had
to focus only on the history which hadn’t been
possible, and once again, I blamed myself. I boarded
the plane 10 minutes before takeoff; a good-hearted
warden secretly pushed me to the speedy line at the
final checkpoint. I was sweating from head to toes.
Once inside, I changed my clothes in the lavatory,
ruminating China’s clear message: China loves
America and the Chinese want to be American—but
in their own terms.
September 2016
Notes:
i. Yang Zhanqing, “China: A Life in Detention”, NYRB
Daily, October 06, 2016.
ii. an Johnson, “China: The Virtues of the Awful
Convulsion”, NYRB, October 26, 2016 issue.
ii. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/10/12/famed
-chinese-terracotta-warriors-could-have-been-madewith-the/
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Marcel Cornis-Pope: Summer travels
This past summer, between June 28th and August 7th, I took a major trip to
Romania mainly to revisit places directly tied to my personal and literary
biography (Timisoara, Arad , Oradea and Cluj).
I met a number of scholars I had been collaborating with over the years
(Cornel Ungureanu, Hortensia Parlog, Pia Branzeu, Adriana Babeti, Mircea
Mihaies and Petru Iliesu, among others) and visited the departments of English
at the Universitatea de Vest, Timisoara, and the Babes-Bolyai University in Cluj.
I also had a chance to explore the library of the University of Timisoara and
donate the four volume set of the History of the Literary Cultures of East-Central
Europe (ed. Marcel Cornis-Pope and John Neubauer; Amsterdam: John
Benjamins Publishing Company, 2004-2010).
This visit reconfirmed my positive reactions to the momentous political and
cultural changes in Romania but also my awareness of a creative continuity
between past and present in Romanian culture. The interest shown by students
at the two universities in intercultural dialogues bodes well for the future.
I found particularly reassuring the fact that students reacted knowledgeably
and with a subtle understanding to the main objective of the History of the
Literary Cultures of East-Central Europe, which is to "challenge the isolation of
national literatures in traditional literary histories, to contextualize them in a
regional perspective, and to recover individual works, writers, and minority
literatures that national histories have marginalized or ignored."
This understanding includes a skeptical, questioning spirit but also a
generous approach to the future.
Types and stereotypes is the fourth and last volume of a path-breaking
multinational literary history that incorporates innovative features relevant to the writing of literary history in general. Instead of offering a
traditional chronological narrative of the period 1800-1989, the History
of the Literary Cultures of East-Central Europe approaches the regions literatures from five complementary angles, focusing on literatures participation in and reaction to key political events, literary periods and genres,
the literatures of cities and sub-regions, literary institutions, and figures
of representation. The main objective of the project is to challenge the
self-enclosure of national literatures in traditional literary histories, to
contextualize them in a regional perspective, and to recover individual
works, writers, and minority literatures that national histories have marginalized or ignored.
Vol 1: https://play.google.com/store/books/details/
Marcel_Cornis_Pope_History_of_the_Literary_Culture?id=aUs9AAAAQBAJ
Vol 2: https://play.google.com/store/books/details/
Marcel_Cornis_Pope_History_of_the_Literary_Culture?id=jYk6AAAAQBAJ
Vol 3: https://play.google.com/store/books/details/
Marcel_Cornis_Pope_History_of_the_Literary_Culture?id=taw6AAAAQBAJ
Vol 4: https://play.google.com/store/books/details//
Marcel_Cornis_Pope_History_of_the_Literary_Culture?id=7T8zAAAAQBAJ
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Remember: Queen Anne of Romania (September 18, 1923- August 1, 2016)

A Royal “Thank You”
Lunch with the Queen
By Mirela Roznoveanu
During 10-25 April 1991 I joined the royal family
visiting the US as accredited journalist of Free
Romania (România Liberă) newspaper from Bucharest
where I was a senior columnist and a member in the
board of directors. Cornel Dumitrescu and Dan
Costescu, the editors of Free Romanian World (Lumea
Liberă Românească) from New York asked me also
to write for their magazine. The main focus of the
royal visit were Chicago, Washington, D.C. and New
York.
I arrived in Chicago on the evening of April 10 and
after hours of desperation on the O’Hare Airport
(nobody was waiting for me there) finally I entered
the Drake Hotel. I was welcomed by Corinne, the
secretary of Princess Margareta, who arranged to get
me to my room. The only one I knew in the group
was King Michael whom I met on May 1990 when I
interviewed him in his home in Versoix for Free
Romania (România Liberă).
The schedule was tight. On Friday, April 12,
1991 at 9:00 am, James Edgar, by then the governor
of the State of Illinois, had invited King Michael,
Queen Anne and Princess Margareta to breakfast.
The royal family was joined by Constantin
Brâcoveanu, the personal secretary to the King and
professor of history in Liverpool, Iolanda Strănescu, a
leading member of the Romanian resistance in
London, Queen Anne’s friend, and me. The governor
and his assistant, Mary Mills Dunea, welcomed us.
The breakfast meeting lasted about two hours.
At the beginning, James Edgar, one of the
most important Republican governors in the US by
that time, presented to the 69-year-old ex-king the
bust of Lincoln. Then greeting the guests, the
governor said that it was his first time talking with a
King, that he did not believe in kingdoms and kings
but he was curious why Romania would need a king
after the 1989 Revolution. However, the governor
knew very well the political situation in Romania. At
the end of his speech, the governor added: “I know
that the King, the Queen, the Princess lived in the
Western Europe during the past 50 years, that even

the persons joining you haven’t leaved in Romania
under the Communist dictatorship and even now you
haven’t been allowed to enter the country – he
pointed directly to the King and the Queen and
Princess Margareta; so you don’t know what really
happened there and is happening now. But there is
here a person who comes directly from Romania and
lived in Romania during this time. It is the journalist
from Free Romania. I want to ask this journalist
directly and I want to hear from this journalist why
Romania needs a King now?”
The governor pointed to me. The King, the
Queen, Princess Margareta, Brâcoveanu and Iolanda
showed embarrassment. I didn’t speak English by that
time and they were also afraid for what I was about
to say. The breakfast turned unexpectedly dangerous.
Breaking the silence, Constantin Brâcoveanu offered
to by my translator, explaining to the governor why. I
stood up, even though I didn’t have to. My answer
was short:
“Why we need now the King back in Romania?
The King would ensure a sane dialogue between the
political parties; his presence will guarantee the
restoration of moral values in my country for 45
years brain washed by the Communists propaganda.
We need the King as an arbiter and symbol of
national unity. The King would guaranty the end of
Communism and the dismantling of the secret police
structures; he will be a guarantor of an independent
judiciary; his presence will bring a real transformation
of mentalities that will ensure the stability to the
country and the emergence of real democratic
institutions.“
“Now I understand why Romania needs you
there,” the governor said clasping his hands. “Your
Majesty, I am one of your supporters!”
Back at the Drake Hotel, the King’s secretary told
me that the Queen invited me that day to lunch. He
picked me up from my room around 12:30; we went
downstairs to restaurant and he left me at a table for
two persons. Queen Anne arrived soon: elegant,
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composed, and also simple. I didn’t know why only the
two of us were there.
Queen Anne didn’t speak Romanian and I didn’t
speak English. She started the conversation in French.
Very light, asking a few questions, she tried to know
more about me. Then around coffee, she said that she
wanted to thank me personally for what I have said
that morning at the governor’s breakfast. She said that
I was inspired, that my words went to her heart. That
what I have said was part of the King’s plan in
redressing Romania. She wanted also to know if I
blended in the royal group. I explained that Princess
Margareta refused to talk to me because I didn’t
address her properly with “Your Highness”. Nobody
told me how to address the royal family members and
I apologized for my mistake. The Queen didn’t
comment on this and then she said simply:
“We need you in Romania. We need in Romania
people like you. You have to go back as soon as
possible.”
I didn’t want to mislead the Queen. My reply was
simple: “All my life I fought for my countrymen
through my writing; I was sure that my mission in this
life was to be with my people, that’s why I didn’t leave
Romania ever. But after the Revolution, the hate I had
experienced, the terrible events I went through
convinced me that I will not be able to live there in a

normal world during my lifetime. Majesty, please
forgive me, I want from now on to do something for
myself and for my child. I will not go back to
Romania.”
The Queen didn’t say anything. During the next
days she was charming with me; all of a sudden
Princess Margareta started to talk to me as nothing
had happened. We parted in New York, and had
seen again each other in other circumstances. Her
dignity, great simplicity, honesty, and integrity stayed
in my mind all these years. She was truly the real
Queen of a country whose language she did not
speak and on whose soil she did not step until she
was nearly 70. When I heard the news that Queen
Anne of Romania died and read about her
extraordinary, inspiring life I realized that the only
royal figure that matched her in the Romanian history
had been Queen Mary of Romania.
New York, August 2016

May 1991, dinner at Omni
Shoreham Hotel in Washington,
D.C.
In the picture: King Michael,
Queen Ana, Nicolae Manolescu,
Mihai Botez, Marian Munteanu,
Mirela Roznoveanu, Dorin
Tudoran, Vladimir Tismaneanu.
Source:
https://
vetiver2.wordpress.com/2013/0
8/21/o-fotografie-din-1991/
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Book Review
by Christene d’Anca
(University of California, Santa Barbara)

Solonari, Vladimir. (1) Purifying the Nation: Population Exchange and Ethnic Cleaning in Nazi-Allied Romania.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009. Hardcover, 451 pp.
Solonari, Vladimir. Purificarea naţiunii. Dislocări forţate de populaţie şi epurări etnice în România lui Ion
Antonescu, 1940-1944. România: Editura Polirom, 2015. Paperback, 424 pp.
In September of 1940 the tumultuous reign of Carol II
of Romania came to an end as he abdicated his throne,
leaving his Prime Minister, Ion Antonescu, at the helm
of what would turn out to be a short and violent
period in Romanian history. Vladimir Solonari’s Purifying
the Nation commences with a brief history of what lead
to Antonescu’s ascent to power in order to outline the
processes and governmental apparatuses that allowed
him to remain in a position that would essentially
eradicate certain factions of Romania’s population,
predominantly the Jews and Gypsies.

Further, the book focuses on lesser known or
discussed nuances of the harrowing period, such as
the deportation attempts in which Hungarians and
Germans were sent back to their respective
countries.

The last twenty years have seen a large number of
books on the Holocaust in Romania, but few have
addressed this topic in both English and Romanian.
This endeavor has greatly expanded the audience for
such scholarship, even if at times the book relies on
previous knowledge. Lastly, despite the blunt and
Solonari reminds his readers that shortly after coming direct tone of this work, Solonari maintains an
to power Antonescu pursued his plans for creating an
unbroken delicacy. While this may appear jarring at
“ethnically pure” Romania without ever having been
first, in light of the topic discussed, his euphemisms
urged by Nazi Germany to do so. Antonescu worked in do not aim to cushion the facts, but rather approach
tandem with, but independently from Germany in
them from a strictly academic stance, which Solonari
attempting to purify the nation. He strongly believed
definitely achieves through rigorous, well executed
foreign entities were depriving true Romanians socially research and analysis. Purifying the Nation is definitely
and economically. He used fear tactics to drive the
worth the time for anyone seeking a wellpopulation into a frenzy of xenophobic nationalism and documented work on the darker aspects of relatively
anti-Semitism, fueled by the fear of the rising
recent Romanian history.
communism in Russia that threatened to infringe upon
a nation that had in Antonescu’s eyes been weakened
Notes:
by the presence of the Other. Ethnic purity and
Dr. Vladimir Solanari earned his Ph.D. at Moscow
unification were his solutions for political and national
State University, and is currently a faculty member in
strength.
the History department at the University of Central
Florida. His research focuses on the policy of ethnic
cleansing in World War II Romania. He was a
Purifying the Nation leads the reader through the
Scholar at the Woodrow Wilson International
complicated maze of politics during the era. The book
Center for Scholars, Fellow at the National
makes it clear that Romania’s polemic sentiments
Endowment for Democracy, and a Fellow at the
preexisted Nazi Germany, and only operated in
Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies at the US
accordance to Hitler when Antonescu and his political
Holocaust Memorial Museum. He is the author of a
allies believed Hitler would dispel, or at the very least
number of articles on the history of Romania and
alleviate the Russian threat. The allegiance was
superficial, despite later historiography that proliferated Moldova, as well as on Moldovan politics.
images of coercion by the much larger and more
powerful regime.

***
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Call for Contributions
Studies in Eastern European Cinema (Special Issue 2018)
Europeanization in East-Central European Fiction Film and Television
(1980-2000)
Guest Editors:
Constantin Parvulescu (University of Navarra, Spain)
Claudiu Turcuș (Babeș-Bolyai University, Romania)
Deadline for abstracts: November 30, 2016
The economic, social and cultural transformation
of East-Central Europe in the last decades of the
twentieth century is the last grand modern social,
economic and political change in European
history. Fiction film and television production of
the region has recorded it and has been shaped by
it. This special issue of SEEC aims to study this
audiovisual testimony and look into how the
filmic and television output of the region has
contributed to imagining and recreating socialist
and postsocialist reality in times of a change
marked by sharp divisions between different
imaginary projects.

radical rupture in history and the pre- and post1989 distinction it implies. Aditionally,
employing this period gives researchers the
chance to focus not only on the commercial,
structural, thematic, and stylistic differences
between pre- and post-1989 film and television
output, but also on continuities; and challenge the
artifical contrasts between socialist and
(capitalist) European cultural production. The
umbrella term we propose here is
Europeanization. It assumes that transformations
taking place at a national level are an
interdependent part of a broader continental
process. It emphasizes the social and cultural
Most academic accounts in the field address
aspects of history and, as film historian Randall
1989 as marking the fall of communism and the
Halle puts it, can be viewed as an interzone and
beginning of transition period. These concepts
have their worth, but are also problematic, as they an ideational space of transit.
For this special issue of SEEC, we invite
bear the marks of Cold War anticommunism,
scholars
to re-read the East-Central European
neoliberal triumphalism and neo-colonialist bias,
cinema
and
fiction television of the 1980-2000
and assume linear from-to historical
transformation. Consequently, this approach has period as documenting Europeanization and
overemphasized, among others, the importance of producing collective post-national (and not only
post-socialist) identities. Original articles on
1989 as a radical break, the legacy of the
communist doctrine in the post-1989 present, the institutional (all aspects of financing, production,
and distribution), contextual (migrant,
sheer rejection of the past as main motor of
transnational, diasporic film) or diegetic (content,
development, politicized approaches to history,
cultural pessimism, orientalizing aspects, and the storytelling and visual style) aspects of
Europeanization are welcome. Transnational
national character of cultural production.
This Call address the audivisual production of approaches are desired.
Topics for articles include, but are not limited
the last two decades of the twentieth century in
order to put 1989 into a broader perspective. The to:

Rethinking national cinematic and televisual
1980-2000 timeframe can be instrumental in
defetishizng the role of 1989 as landmark of a
canons in the context of Europeanization
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Reinventing East-Central European cinemas
and television in the late twentieth century
Social and economic change on screen
Cold War and post-Cold War cultural
exchanges
The structural transformations of the
industries in the context of Europeanization
Stylistic continuities in the 1980-2000 period
Co-productions and international distribution
before and after 1989
Stages and levels of Europeanization in the
film and television industry
The visual rhetoric of European integration
Screening the capitalism of East-Central
Europe
European reception of East-Central European
fiction television and film
East-Central European stardom in Europe
Anticommunist fantasies
The cultural politics of Euroscepticism in
terms of style, production and distribution
Europeanization and self-colonization





Local audiences, European dimension: forms
of public engagement
Reframing the periphery-centre relation
within Europeanization
Questioning Europeanization: between small
cinema, world cinema and transnational
cinema



Full articles of up to 7,000 words are expected.
The deadline for submitting abstracts is 30
November 2016. Full articles are expected in
June 2017. Queries should be sent to guest
editors: Constantin Parvulescu
(cparvulescu@unav.es) and Claudiu Turcuș
(claudiu.turcus@ubbcluj.ro).

Descoperire remarcabilă făcută la Arhiva
Naţională de Filme
Un documentar filmat în urmă cu 100 de ani
despre viaţa lui Mihai Eminescu şi a celor
mai apropiaţi oameni din existenţa poetului,
Veronica Micle şi Ion Creangă, a fost găsit
întâmplător.
Filmul este realizat de Octav Minar,
pseudonimul literar a lui Octav Popovici
(1886 - 1967), unul dintre primii şi cei mai
importanţi cercetători ai vieţii lui Mihai
Eminescu. Filmările au fost făcute pe
parcursul anului 1914 în principal în judeţele
Botoşani, Neamţ şi Iaşi, dar documentarul
conţine şi imagini filmate în Italia şi Egipt.
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MLA, Philadelphia, 2017: Romanian Studies Panels
Under the Presidential Theme: Literature and Its Publics: Past, Present, and Future
Program arranged by the Romanian Studies Association of America
Saturday, 7 January
535. Refugees, Exiles, and Migration: Past and Present Journeys
12:00 noon–1:15 p.m., 406, Philadelphia Marriott
Presiding: Christene D'Anca, Pierce Coll.
1. "Exiled Aesthetics: Objects of Art as Markers of Migration in Eastern Europe from 1971 to the
Present," Christene D'Anca, Pierce Coll.
2. "Rhetorics of Disaster: Refugees, Views on Difference, and the 'Colectiv Revolution' in the
Romanian Media," Maria-Sabina Draga Alexandru, Univ. of Bucharest
3. "The Rhetorics of Other—Yet Again a Refugee/Exile Narrative of Crisis: Traveling through the
Social Media Public Arguments on Eastern European Identity," Noemi Marin, Florida Atlantic Univ.
4. "The Digital Nomad," Florina Catalina Florescu, Pace Univ., New York
Respondent: Letitia Ileana Guran, North Carolina A&T State Univ.
Program arranged by the forum LLC Romanian
44. Teaching Central and Eastern Europe and Its Communist Past
Thursday, 5 January, 1:45–3:00 p.m., 405, Philadelphia Marriott
Presiding: Adriana Gradea, Illinois State Univ.
1. "Stealing the Past: Representations of Post-Totalitarianism and Post-Dictatorship in Literature
and Film" Elena Gabriela Capraroiu, Univ. of La Verne.
2. “Teaching Herta Müller” Florina Catalina Florescu, Pace Univ.
3. "Teaching about Romania: Surfacing Power and Control while Dancing the 'Hora'" Elena Gabor,
Bradley Univ.
4. "Teaching Communism through the Lens of Suffering and Forgiveness" Octavian Gabor,
Methodist Coll.
5. "Positions and Oppositions: Ideologies and Small Scale Works of Art In Post-Totalitarian Czech
Culture" Christian Gregory, Columbia Univ.
EVENTS:

The Future is Feminine: New Voices in Romanian Theater
November 15-20, 2016
HERE Art Center, 146 6th Avenue, New York, NY 10013
Catinca Draganescu, Ibsen Incorporated (11.15-16 @ 7pm)
Carmen Lidia Vidu, Me. A Dollhouse (11. 18, 19 @ 7pm; 11.20@2pm)
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The RSAA Travel Award
Congratulations to Sabina Draga Alexandru and Christene d’Anca who have been awarded the RSAA
International Travel Grant for 2016 on basis of their outstanding achievements and contributions to
RSAA.
The award will be handed at the 2017 MLA convention in Philadelphia.
RECENTLY PUBLISHED:

Manele in Romania: Cultural Expression and Social Meaning
in Balkan Popular Music,
Edited by Margaret Beissinger, Speranţa Rădulescu, and Anca Giurchescu (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2016).
The volume Manele in Romania: Cultural Expression and Social
Meaning in Balkan Popular Music is a collection of nine articles
exploring and documenting, from social, political, musical, and
textual perspectives, the manea — an immensely popular cultural phenomenon that has remained "in fashion" among lower- and middle-class inhabitants of Romania for decades yet
has proved to be a matter of great controversy among more
elite Romanians who view the genre as vulgar and "alien."
In 2011 several of the authors of this volume participated in a
course taught at the National University of Music in Bucharest titled "The manele in the Romanian public debate: transition, democracy, the Romani minority, and the reconstruction of national identity," financed by the Erste
Stiftung (Vienna) through its "Patterns" Lecture Project. The
course was scrutinized intensely by the media, yet although
contested by music professors at the university (because its
topic was deemed inappropriate), student attendance and
support were considerable. Because of the timely, relevant,
but also controversial nature of the course, those involved in
the teaching of it decided to transform the results of their
research—along with that of three additional foreign colleagues: Anca Giurchescu, Margaret Beissinger, and Victor A.
Stoichita—into a collective volume in English. Erste Stiftung supported this venture as well, providing a
large part of the financial backing necessary for the production of the volume, and the co-editors
(Margaret Beissinger, Anca Giurchescu, and Speranţa Rădulescu) thank them most warmly for their assistance.
http://manele-in-romania.ro/summary.php
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781442267077/Manele-in-Romania-Cultural-Expression-and-Social-Meaning-in-BalkanPopular-Music
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RSAA Membership
The RSAA board met at Austin (the MLA
convention) and took the following decision on
membership:
In order to assist scholars from all over the
world interested to join/renew their membership
in our Romanian Studies Association of America
(RSAA) , the Association approved new fees and
waivers in the following Categories:
(1). NO FEE: For RSAA members earning
between $ 5, 000-20, 000 USD/Year;
(2). RSAA Membership Annual Fee: 10 USD:
For RSAA Members earning between $
21, 000-40, 000 USD.Year;
(3). RSAA Membership Fee: 15 USD:
For RSAA Members earning between 41,
000-$60, 000/Year: $15
(4). RSAA Membership Fee: 20 USD: For RSAA
Members earning over $61, 000/Year
* Of note that the RSAA Scale of Membership Fees has
been developed using as model the MLA Fee structure
system currently posted on www.mla.org
** RSAA Membership of 10 USD ( Category 2) translates
to 40 RON (approx.) in Romanian Currency.
***By Joining/Renewing the membership, we feel we can
better accommodate current and future scholars to be part
of our Association.

The fees for the 2016 membership are due by
July 30, 2016.
Please send a check to the secretary-treasurer at
the following address:
Lenuta Giukin
RSAA Secretary-Treasurer
280 W. 8th Street
Oswego, NY 13126

2016 Membership Application for the Romanian Studies
Association of America (RSAA)

Name:
Institution:
Department:
Position:
Specialty:
Phone:

Office:

Home:

E-mail:
Address:
New member:
Member since ………. (year)
Would you like to have your name, institution, specialty, and email listed on the RSAA website?
Date:
***************************************************************
*********
You may send your application form electronically, or you may print it
and mail it together with your check to Lenuta Giukin.
Please make the check payable to “Romanian Studies Association of
America”
***************************************************************
*********

1. Please give the title of the paper(s) you presented at sessions
organized by the RSAA.

2. Have you published any articles or books based on those
presentations? Please give full biographical entries: title, name
of journal, date, pages.

For additional information, you may contact:
lenuta.giukin@oswego.edu
Find us at: http:/www.thersaa.org/
Contact: lenuta.giukin@oswego.edu
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